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Ebbsfleet Development Corporation Ebbsfleet Development  
 

Redundancy Policy (Final Draft for EDC Board) 
 

1. About this Policy  
 
This policy sets out the Ebbsfleet Development Corporation’s approach to 
dealing with potential redundancies. 
 
The purpose of this policy is to ensure that, whenever reductions in employee 
numbers become necessary: 
 

(a) we communicate clearly with all affected employees and ensure that 
they are treated fairly; 

(b) we try to find ways of avoiding redundancies; 
(c) we consult with employees; and 
(d) any selection for redundancy is undertaken fairly, reasonably and 

without discrimination. 
 

This policy applies to all EDC employees. It does not apply to agency 
workers, consultants or self-employed contractors.   
 
This policy will be reviewed from time to time by the Board to ensure that it 
reflects the EDC’s legal obligations and our business needs. Any proposed 
changes to the policy will be subject to consultation with staff. 
 
Although this policy does not form part of any employee's contract of 
employment and we may amend it at any time, any proposed major changes 
will be subject to consultation with employees. 
 
2. Definition of Redundancy  

 
Redundancy is defined in law as occurring in three circumstances outlined 
below - where employees are dismissed wholly or mainly because: 
 
i.  the employer ceases or intends to cease the business in which the 

employee was employed; 
ii. the employer ceases or intends to cease to carry on the business in the 

place where the employee was employed; 
iii.  the requirement to carry out work of a particular kind has ceased or 

diminished or is expected to cease or diminish. 
 
3. Planning For Change 
 
Proposals leading to organisational change must follow an appropriate 
decision making process.  
 
Staffing implications arising from proposals should be identified at an early 
stage and an initial draft plan for consultation developed to outline all key 
stages of the process.  
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There is a general duty to consult with employees over changes to 
organisational structures and jobs, and a statutory duty to consult with staff 
over proposals that may result in redundancies.  
 
Staff and any relevant, workplace representatives or recognised trade unions 
must be aware of proposals for organisational change and the reasons, at an 
early opportunity, regardless of whether any redundancies are likely to occur. 
 
A workplace colleague or trade union representative may accompany an 
employee to any formal meeting connected with a restructure or redundancy 
process.  
 
Employees can be accompanied by a workplace colleague or Trade Union 
representative at informal meetings. 

4. Avoiding compulsory redundancies 

In the first instance the EDC will consider what steps (if any) that might, 
depending on the circumstances, be taken to avoid the need for compulsory 
redundancies. Examples of such steps include: 
 

• Reviewing the use of agency staff and consultants. 
 

• Restricting recruitment in those areas into which affected employees 
might be redeployed. 

 
• Freezing salaries for a specified period. 

 
• Considering the introduction of short-time working, job-sharing or other 

flexible working arrangements, where these are practicable. 
 

• Identifying suitable alternative work in the EDC that might be offered to 
potentially redundant employees. 

 
• Considering inviting applications for early retirement or voluntary 

redundancy. In all cases the acceptance of a volunteer for redundancy 
will be a matter of the Corporation’s discretion and we reserve the right 
not to offer voluntary redundancy terms or to refuse an application 
where it is not in the interests of the Corporation to do so. 

 
Any measures adopted must not adversely affect the Corporation and its 
ability to serve its stakeholders. 
 
5. Voluntary Redundancies / Early Retirement 
 
Asking for volunteers for redundancy / early retirement is one way that can 
reduce compulsory redundancies. However, careful consideration of the 
skills/experience mix required to ensure the EDC can function beyond the 
reorganisation is effective must be given.  
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Cost and budget implications must also be considered.  Therefore, if a 
decision is made to seek volunteers, it is essential that criteria are developed 
for selecting volunteers based on the on-going and future needs of the 
Corporation. 
 
A separate Board approval is required for each instance that the voluntary 
redundancy process is utilised. This Board approval must be obtained prior to 
any voluntary redundancy exercise being implemented. 
 
6. Consultation 

We recognise the importance of consultation. The Corporation will ensure that 
there is consultation with all employees who are potentially affected by the 
redundancy situation and not just those who are at direct risk of redundancy. 
Information will be communicated in the form of staff briefings, forums for 
questions and feedback, and individual consultation, individual meetings, 
emails and letters. 

Collective Consultation  
 
As well as individual consultation, where 20 or more redundancies are 
proposed in a 90-day period or less, collective consultation rules will apply. 
There is an obligation to consult with appropriate employee representatives.  
 
1 Early Consultation Meetings 

 
Early (informal) consultation meetings should take place to allow the 
opportunity for meaningful contributions to the decision-making process to be 
made. This provides a good opportunity to take into account concerns and 
views of staff whilst proposals for change are being formulated. 

 
2 Formal Consultation Meetings 

 
Although there are minimum statutory timescales (see 3 below) that indicate 
the minimum time when formal consultation should begin, the formal 
consultation process should take place as soon as proposals for change are 
clear, to allow more time for further consideration of any counter-proposals 
and alternatives to redundancy. 

 
3 Statutory Minimum Timescales for Formal Consultation 
 
- less than 20 proposed redundancies - no statutory minimum consultation 

period. However, EDC will normally operate a 30 day consultation period 
in this case. 

 
- 20-99 proposed redundancies (being made within a period of 90 days or 

less) – 30 days formal consultation before the first dismissal. 
 
- 100+ proposed redundancies (being made within a period of 90 days or 

less) – 45 days formal consultation before the first dismissal. 
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7. Record Keeping 
 
Notes may be taken of all discussions and formal/informal meetings held with 
an Employee to discuss redundancy issues. Where notes are taken a copy 
will be made available to the Employee. Any notes that the employee wishes 
to take will remain confidential to the employee. 
 
Minutes will be taken at representation and appeal meetings and shared with 
the Employee as soon as practicable. The Employee will have the opportunity 
to check the accuracy of these minutes. 
 
8. Notification to the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial 

Strategy (BEIS) 
 
EDC is required by law to notify the Government via the Department for 
Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy in writing of a proposal to make 
redundant 20 or more employees within 90 days or less.  
 
The date on which the notification form is received is the effective date of 
notification. 
 
9. Selection for Redundancy 

Selection Pool 

In a redundancy situation, EDC management will identify how many roles are 
at risk and will identify a fair, defined pool from which employees will be 
selected for redundancy. The pool will normally consist of employees who 
carry out the same, or similar, work and perform jobs that are 
interchangeable, whether or not in the same team. However, this may not 
always be the case, for example where redundancies are expected to involve 
the whole organisation or just one specific role. 

Selection Criteria 

EDC will, as far as is possible, ensure that selection criteria are objective and 
supported by documentary records, data or other evidence such as 
attendance records. EDC will take all reasonable steps to construct a fair and 
robust set of criteria following appropriate consultation with any appropriate 
workplace representative or recognised trade union, if required.  

The selection criteria used will be at the Corporation’s discretion, subject to 
factors such as organisational needs, current and future, and the roles under 
consideration. 

EDC will inform staff in writing by letter/email if their role is provisionally 
selected for redundancy, and are therefore ‘at risk’ and invite them to a 
meeting. 
 
The proposed selection pool and selection criteria will be agreed by the EDC 
Board. 
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10. Appeals Against Redundancy 
 
Employees selected for redundancy can appeal against their selection in 
writing to the Chief Executive. Directors can appeal against their selection to 
the EDC Chair. The redundancy appeal procedure is shown in Appendix 1. 
 
11. Redeployment 
 
The EDC will take reasonable steps to find alternative work within the EDC for 
employees who are at risk of being made redundant. Equally employees who 
are displaced have a responsibility to seek and accept alternative work that is 
offered within the EDC. Throughout the process of organisational or job 
change suitable alternative employment is sought within the same section or 
within the wider organisation. 
 
Employees should not be placed ‘at risk’ until redeployment options in the 
EDC are exhausted.  
 
They will be notified by letter that they are ‘at risk’ of redundancy and informed 
of the support available to them whilst they are at risk. 
 
12. Pre-Redundancy Employment Support 
 
Where the Corporation commences a redundancy process it will ensure that 
employees placed ‘at risk’ are supported in attempting to identify other 
employment. Subject to EDC Board approval, a package of support will be 
made available including: 
 

- access to relevant, appropriate training (in-house or externally 
provided); 

- careers guidance and advice; and  
- time off work to attend external interviews, training and other 

employment support 
 
Due regard will be given to the specific needs and requests of individual 
members of staff placed at risk when the package of support is considered. 
 
The package of support provided by the Corporation will need to be 
appropriate in terms of scale and meet standards for public expenditure. 
 
13. Notice of Redundancy  
 
Statutory notice must always be given in the event where it exceeds the 
employee’s contractual notice period   
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14. Redundancy Payment Entitlement 
 
All redundant employees are entitled to receive a redundancy payment 
providing they have at least 2 years continuous reckonable service.  
 

• Reckonable service is calculated (subject to applicable rules) to include 
all continuous service, including any prior local government and related 
service (in line with the Redundancy Payments (Continuity of 
Employment in Local Government etc.) (Modification) Order 1999.) 

 
Employees will be asked to provide verifiable evidence of any qualifying 
service under the modification order e.g. confirmation by a previous employer 
or official documentation. 
 
15. Redundancy Payment Amount / Calculation 
 
The amount of EDC redundancy payment will be determined by the EDC  
applying the following terms:  
 
15.1 Voluntary redundancy  
 
Where it has been agreed that an employee will leave under voluntary 
redundancy arrangements in accordance with Section 5: 
 

- Below normal state pension age on exit – one month’s pay for each 
year of service up to 21 months.  
 

- Above normal state pensions age on exit – one month’s pay for each 
year of service up to a maximum of six months. 
 

Any exit payment will be calculated pro-rata on the basis of completed months 
reckonable service; i.e. an eligible employee who has 5 years, 3 months 
service will be entitled to an exit payment equivalent to 5.25 months’ pay. 
 
15.2 Compulsory redundancy  
 
One month’s pay per year of service up to 12 months. 
 
Any exit payment will be calculated pro-rata on the basis of completed months 
reckonable service; i.e. an eligible employee who has 5 years and 3 months 
service will be entitled to an exit payment equivalent to 5.25 months’ pay. 
 
15.3 Process 
 
For both voluntary and compulsory redundancy calculations, the pay amount 
used is the annual rate of an individual’s basic pay - based upon the actual 
contractual circumstances of the employee at the date the statutory 
redundancy notice is issued. i.e. if a member of staff works part time, then the 
redundancy payment calculation will be based on the annual part time salary. 
Employees will receive a written estimate of redundancy monies payable to 
them. 
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15.4 Protection for the lower paid  
 
All staff earning less that £23,000 (on FTE basis) will be treated as if they 
earn £23,000 for the purpose of calculating redundancy payments.  
 
An individual paid less than £23,000 per year (FTE) will have their payment 
calculated as if they were paid £23,000 instead (pro – rated for part time 
workers). This protection will be automatically applied in voluntary redundancy 
and compulsory redundancy cases.  
 
15.5 Limiting payments to the higher paid  
 
There will also be an upper pay threshold of £149,820. Staff will have their 
salary capped at this figure for the purpose of calculating any redundancy 
payments.  
 
15.6 Public Sector Exit Payment Cap (£95,000) 
 
In November 2020, the Government introduced the “Restriction of Public 
Sector Exit Payments” regulations 2020. This enacts a cap to individuals of 
£95,000 on exit payments across most of the public sector as from the 4th 
November 2020. This exit payment cap applies to the total exit cost incurred 
by the employer, as calculated under normal processes. For example, in the 
case whereby a redundancy results in an additional pension payment being 
due by the EDC to the pension scheme (a “pension strain payment”), the cap 
will be applied to the total of the pension strain payment (as calculated by the 
pension scheme actuary) and the redundancy payment calculated for that 
individual. 
 
Pension strain payments are likely to be applicable to individuals who are over 
55, a member of the LGPS pension scheme and are being made redundant 
(the applicable LGPS pension scheme rules / procedures at the time of any 
redundancy will be utilised). 
 
The EDC is subject to the exit payments legislation and therefore has a legal 
obligation to cap any exit payments in the sum of the exit payment cap, 
£95,000. 
 
Details on the exit regulations can be found here; 
 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/restriction-of-public-
sector-exit-payments 
 
15.7 Deductions from Redundancy Payments 
 
Redundancy payments of up to £30,000 are currently free from normal payroll 
deductions (e.g. income tax). Any sums in excess of £30,000 are subject to 
payroll deductions in respect of Income Tax and will be made via payroll.  Tax 
rules that are relevant at the time a payment is made will be applied.  
 
 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/restriction-of-public-sector-exit-payments
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/restriction-of-public-sector-exit-payments
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15.8 Withholding Redundancy Payments 
 
Redundancy payments can be withheld where an individual unreasonably 
refuses offers of suitable alternative employment or reasons for terminating 
the statutory trial period are considered unreasonable. The withholding of a 
redundancy payment will be jointly agreed by the relevant Director and the 
Chief Executive. 
 
15.9 Outstanding Leave 
 
Employees who are to be made redundant will be advised of any outstanding 
leave. This should be taken during the notice period wherever possible. In the 
event that this is not possible, payment will be made in lieu of any outstanding 
leave. 
 
15.10 Securing Alternative Employment and the Modification Order 
 
Employees will not normally be entitled to a redundancy payment if they are 
offered alternative employment with an employer covered by the Modifications 
Order before their date of redundancy, to commence within 4 weeks of the 
date of redundancy.  
 
Where an offer of alternative employment is made, the offer or start date of 
this employment should not be artificially delayed to facilitate a 4 week break. 
Where this does occur, the EDC reserves the right to withhold redundancy 
payment. 
 
Employees should advise the EDC as soon as possible if they are offered 
alternative employment which means they are no longer entitled to a 
redundancy payment (under the Modifications Order rules). 
 
The EDC will ask employees to provide a written declaration that they are not 
taking alternative employment which would invalidate their entitlement to a 
redundancy payment. Should the EDC become aware that an employee has 
made a false declaration any redundancy payment may be withheld or 
reclaimed. 
 
15.11 Leaving before the redundancy date 
 
Should an employee wish to leave employment prior to the expiry of their 
notice period they should make the EDC aware of this as soon as possible 
and explain the reasons for requesting an early release. 
 
This will usually be regarded as a resignation. Exceptionally the EDC may 
agree to the employee retaining their redundancy payment when leaving 
early. 
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16. Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS) 
 
As stated previously (see public sector exit payments cap), employees aged 
55 and over at the date of redundancy are currently entitled  to the release of 
their local government pension (subject to the rules of the pension scheme) if 
they so wish. 
 
In these circumstances, an additional pension payment may be required to be 
made to the LGPS. This amount (known as the pension strain) will be 
included within the exit payment cap calculation. 
 
The LGPS procedures on pension strain payments will be adhered to by the 
EDC. These pension procedures vary depending on the size of the overall exit 
payment.  
 
EDC staff in these circumstances may need to take independent financial 
advice during the redundancy consultation period.  
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Appendix 1 
 

Appeals Procedure 
 
Introduction 
 
This procedure describes the way in which redundancy appeals are heard. 
 
Scope 
 
This procedure is designed to enable employees who have been made 
redundant to make an appeal against the redundancy decision, however that 
decision was reached. 
 
Procedure and EDC Standards 
 

• All employees are entitled to appeal against a redundancy dismissal. 
This appeal must be made in writing and sent to the individual’s line 
Manager. 
 

• Appeals can only be made by staff under notice of redundancy and 
must be made within 10 working days of the employee receiving notice. 

 
• Employees who are “at risk” of redundancy are not entitled to use this 

procedure. 
 

• Appeals against selection for dismissal on the grounds of redundancy 
are heard by The Chief Executive or a Senior Officer nominated by the 
Chief Executive or the Board. 
 

• An appeal can be based on the grounds that you are dissatisfied with 
the way the EDC applied the selection criteria, or that you believe you 
have been unfairly disadvantaged by the selection criteria, or that you 
consider you were not given a fair opportunity to put forward your 
representations. 

 
• All employees are entitled to be represented by a trade union or 

workplace colleague / representative at appeal meetings. You can ask 
anyone who is employed by EDC to represent you, not just the people 
who work with you directly. 

 
• Normally appeal meetings will take place within 10 days of receipt of 

the written appeal and always within the individual’s notice period. 
 

• A record should be kept of all appeal hearings by the Director of 
Finance. 
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